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Drama Owls-Some Stories about Rice
Alumni Who Have Pursued Careers in
the Theater
Compiled by Sandy Havens
hen Mary Dix and Karen Rogers
interviewed Chris Reed in 2011 for the
article about his apartment in the bell tower
at the Rice Memorial Center, he mentioned that
his brother Barry had worked at the Alley
Theatre and was currently at the Metropolitan
Opera in New York. This gave our editor the
idea to look for other stories about former Rice
Players who had found their calling in and
around the theatrical world. Sandy offered to
Sandy Havens
post a request on his Facebook page and then
later followed up with personal requests to former
students. He cautioned, however, that this list is far from complete. Since Barry
Reed's career gave us the inspiration for this article, we will start with him.

W

Barry K. Reed '7 4
''After Rice, I worked for the Alley Theatre. In addition to being the lighting
electrician, I began to apply my electrical engineering to the theatre. I designed
and implemented improvements to the lighting switchboard; I designed and
built special effects; and I improved the sound console. I also served as the
projectionist for the annual summer film festival. I was an assistant lighting
designer for a couple of shows, and I designed lights for two shows. I wanted to
do more lighting design, but it was not happening, so after four years, I left for
New York.
"I worked for a lighting rental company, Production Arts. I also began to
work on shows. I got on several Off-Broadway shows and some showcases. My
first Broadway show was
A Chorus Line. I also worked
on Annie, Baby, and Zorba.
I worked part-time at two
scenic shops. I was designing
and building (and repairing)
lighting equipment, and the
automation equipment.
Some of the shows done were

Frankenstein, Singin' in the
Rain, and Leader ofthe Pack.
I was the sound designer for

Barry Reed (at le~)
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God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater, an Off-Broadway show which was destined for
Broadway, but never made it.
"At some point, I realized that I am not an artist; I am an engineer. I gave
up on the idea of lighting design and pursued technical theater. I felt that I
should be doing more work on shows in the actual theatres because I felt out of
touch with the users of the equipment I was building. After four years, I took
and passed the test to apprentice in Local One. I married Toni Baer, a Broadway
wardrobe supervisor, now retired. After my honeymoon, I left the shop and
began my apprenticeship at Radio City Music Hall. The apprenticeship lasted
three years, and I stayed there another three as part of the regular crew. Through
one of the shops, I connected with the crew of Starlight Express. I began
substituting for their vacations, and then one of them left to do another show.
I became part of the crew full time and stayed until the show closed (about
18 months).
"After the load-out, I went to the Metropolitan Opera (February 1989). I
worked in several jobs there until 1995, when I went into my present job. I am
now in charge of the stage machinery. This includes the eight hydraulic elevators
which make up the stage, and the wagons which move the scenery on and off
from some of the extra hydraulics used for special effects. The stage lifts are
controlled by relay panels using circuits designed in the 1960s. I have designed
and implemented several system changes and improvements. There are plans for
more improvements in the future. The wagons and turntable are controlled by a
computer. It is an industrial controller, which is programmed by a regular
desktop PC. I have written and edited the controlling programs, and I have
written programs for the PC to make it easier to edit the controlling programs.
The Met has long range plans to upgrade all of the stage equipment. I hope to
be involved in that for the next several years until I retire."
In her history of theater at Rice (The Cornerstone, Winter/Spring 2013)
Nicole Pariseau emphasized that despite its focus on science and engineering,
Rice never neglected drama. As Barry Reed's career illustrates, engineering skills
are a vital part of theater.

Paul Epton '74, '78
"I started doing theater during my freshman year at Carleton College. It was
pretty clear to me that I wasn't cut out for acting, and I fairly quickly found my
way to lighting. While I majored in physics and math, I was also the head of the
Carleton Players lighting for two years and designed over a dozen shows,
including several summer shows while also working for the physics department,
by the time I graduated (1970-74). I then came to Rice for four years
(1974-78) and earned a Masters and a PhD in Electrical Engineering. While at
Rice, I was as active as I could be with the Rice Players, including designing two
shows ( The Birds and Spoon River Anthology) and helping to rewire the stage
lighting system at Hamman Hall and install a student-designed and built light
board. I also designed one show for Main Street Theatre, which was producing
at Autry House.
''After finishing at Rice, I moved to Michigan for a job with General
Motors' corporate research lab. I found my way to a community theater within a
week of arriving and designed my first of nine shows for them within a month
or so, plus another half dozen shows for other small companies ( 1978-81).
"In early 1981, I left General Motors. A few months later I started doing
occasional work with The Attic Theatre, a mid-size professional theatre with
their own building and a year-round schedule of seven shows. That fall, their

master electrician resigned and I was hired to replace him.
The job consisted of running all of the shows (five a week,
49 weeks a year), supervising volunteer crews for lighting
strike and re-hang, and maintaining and upgrading the
lighting and building electrical. This was a full time
position. I expected to be there for perhaps five years, until
I either decided that theatre wasn't a career that I wanted to
continue in or until I moved on to a better job, probably
outside of the Detroit area. While design was not initially
part of the job, it seemed clear to the production manager
that I wouldn't stick around too long if I had no chance to
design, and he offered me a design the following spring. I
ended up staying for 11 years (1981-1992), including a
move to a different building and turning it from a cinema
to a live theatre space, major upgrades of the lighting,
replacing some of the theatre weekends with concert
weekends, and planning for a second move. I eventually
designed 39 shows for The Attic (about half of each
season), plus another 14 for other small theatres in
southeast Michigan.
"In 1992, it was time to move on, which in my mind
meant leaving Detroit. When the word got out, several
producers called with work in the Detroit area, but I
moved to Minneapolis, having considered there and
Seattle. Absent a full time job, I started freelancing. In the
21 years since, I've continued to freelance, enjoying it so
much that I've turned down or declined to apply for several
full time positions. I currently work regularly for Mixe~
Blood Theatre (lighting design, electrics calls, industrial
shows, and building projects including seating layouts),
design lighting regularly for several other small and midsize companies, do some small local tours, am the # 1
overhire electrical for both the Guthrie Theater and
Children's Theatre Company, and pick up all sorts of other
odd jobs in the business. I'm a member of IATSE Local 13
and am on the A-list as a result of my Guthrie and CTC
work, but I haven't taken calls through the hiring hall in
years because I'm generally already booked. I think of my
career as oriented toward the small and mid-size theatre
world, though one-half to three-fourths of my income is
from the Guthrie and CTC work.
''As of May 2013, I've designed lights for 228 shows
over 42 year, 196 of them in the 31 Y2 years since I've been
doing theatre full time. I typically do 7-12 designs a year,
accounting for about one-fifth of my gross theater-related
income, though a much greater fraction of my time, and
overall I'm sure that I average well over 40 hours
per week."

Jonathan Middents '70
Jonathan went on to get an MFA from Florida State in
1974. He has done stints as TD or Designer/TD at
Indiana State, the University ofTexas at Austin, and the
University of Houston, Clear Lake. He writes:
"Since '83 I've been the Production Manager,
designing and teaching at the UH main campus. Lots of
work over the years in scenery, lighting, and sound for UH,
for the Houston Shakespeare Festival, for the Children's
Theatre Festival, for UH-Downtown, Unity Theatre in
Brenham, HCC; nine projects as a theatre consultant, and
most recently, a NY production (w-a-a-a-y off-Broadway at
the Queens Theatre, sound design for Robert Wuhl's new
production Hit Lit. Don't expect it in a theatre near you
anytime soon). I'm the head of the Production Area and
utility infielder at UH, teaching lighting design, sound
design, technical production, stagecraft, lighting and sound
technology, drafting, history of architecture, and in the
past makeup, stage management, theatre management, and
scenic design. Proof that if you stay somewhere long
enough, you'll do everything. 65 and I still enjoy it, due in
no small part to the love of art you [Sandy] imparted.
350 shows and counting."

Chuck Lavazzi '70
"I always say I've maintained
multiple careers for most of my
life: actor (and, most recently,
cabaret performer), theatre/music
critic, and public radio
broadcaster/ producer. And, since
none of them pay anything to
speak of, I was an IT manager at
ATT for 33 years-retired at the
end of 2011. Currently I'm the
senior performing arts critic at
Charles Lavazzi
88.1 KDHXhere in St. Louis as
well as the producer and voice
talent for their broadcast arts calendar. I had a weekly radio
show until around 2007 and will probably have one again
within the next year or so. I'm a member of the St. Louis
Theater Circle (a local critics' organization) and the Music
Critics Association of North America.
"I've been acting, designing theatrical sound, and
occasionally directing since Rice in 1970, first during
graduate school and then in the real world. I blame you
[Sandy] entirely for that~. I'm on the board of West End
Players Guild here in St. Louis (small, low-budget
professional theatre) and have appeared with a wide range
of theatre groups here over the decades. I presented my

one-man show Just a Song at Twilight: the Golden Age of
Vaudeville at the Kranzberg Center and the Missouri
History Museum; some video excerpts are on my YouTube
channel at https://www.youtube.com/user/thedogesl [that's an Lon
the end] along with video biogs and the like.
So I guess I'd say you and Rice had a pretty big and
very positive influence on my life."

Not all followed the strictly technical route in their
theater careers.

Ellen Horr '73
"Folks have a tendency to scoff at
my theatrical exploits, but I'm very
proud to have collected 18 years of
paychecks for having more fun
than the law doth normally allow as
a professional renaissance festival
performer, dramaturge, show
director, instructor and full-time
marketing and promotions staffer.
I've played four Queens, a Princess,
and a Mistress of the Revels; and
Ellen Horr
written seven festival scenarios, two
renaissance court masques, and multiple specialty shows
ranging from Highland ceilidhs and audience-participation
16th century dance shows to Queen's teas and audienceparticipation renaissance beauty pageants. Every one of' em
was produced with an awesome cast and lavish production
values. Not a single check bounced!"

Don Shewey (left Rice in the mid-'70s)
''After two years with the Rice Players, I transferred to
Boston University where I completed a BFA in acting. In
Boston, I began writing theater criticism for the Boston
Phoenix and eventually moved to New York to become a
full-time journalist and theater scholar. For more than
30 years I regularly contributed feature stories and reviews
to the New York Times, the Village Voice, Esquire, Rolling
Stone, American Theater, and other publications.
I published three books about theater: the biography
Sam Shepard, a collection of interviews with actors called

Caught in the Act: New York Actors Face to Face
(a collaboration with photographer Susan Shacter), and
Out Front: Contemporary Gay and Lesbian Plays, an
anthology that I edited for Grove Press. I taught classes at
New York University's Tisch School for the Arts and
Playwrights Horizons Theater School, and I've given
lectures at theaters and universities around the world."

Donna Yeager '77
"I arrived at Rice in 1973 with some meager experience in
theatre, but mostly debate/forensics.
"In frosh week, I walked after dinner from Brown
College to a building called Hamman Hall. It was to
become my home for the ensuing four years. There was an
audition for a one-act play by Elaine May called Adaptation
to be directed by someone called Sandy Havens. I was cast
and the production eventually made its way to Europe and
beyond that summer, largely due to the efforts of Frank
Dent, a distinguished Rice graduate. I performed four
plays a year for the next four years, while pursuing a degree
in English.
"People from that time will probably remember me for
my comedy (the secretary in Jumpers playing across Sandy
Havens, which was directed by Rebecca Greene of Main
Street Theatre fame, Mrs. Drudge in The Real Inspector
Hound directed by Donald Bayne, and Lady Bracknell in
Baker College's The Importance ofBeing Earnest. But I also
did some dramatic roles, portraying Clare Zachanassian in
The Visit and Natasha in The Three Sisters.
"In 1979, I went to
England for a one-year
postgraduate course at
the Drama Studio of
London. I stayed for
seven years as a cardcarrying member of
British Actor's Equity
oxan e, Kathy, John,
uiniY r , Sandy, A
Association. Theatre
Wop aa d Randy.
credits include Corrie in
Donna K. Yeager*

Barefoot in the Park,
Candy in One Flew over
the Cuckoo's Nest, and
Lily in Annie. Television

and commercial credits
include Sandra in Strong
Medicine, starring Dick
Van Dyke and featuring
Donna Yeager
roles in commercials for
PanAm, Frito-Lay, and
British Lamb.
"In 1987, I returned to the U.S. and became a
member of American Actor's Equity Association, starring as
Zoe opposite George Seal in the American premiere of
Alan Ackbourns' latest play Henceforward at the Alley
Theatre in Houston. Other notable credits include Sylvia
in Stepping Out at the Alley Theatre, Annelle in Steel
Magrzolias at the Plaza Theatre in Dallas, Kitty in Taking
Steps at Theatre Three in Dallas, and Joanna in Dear Brutus
at the Dallas Repertory Theatre.

"Since then I have turned my hand to raising money
for non-profit educational and arts organizations. I worked
from 1990 to 1997 for Rice University. Subsequently, I
have served as Director of Development for Stage One in
Louisville, Kentucky, Director of Individual Giving for the
Alley Theatre, Director of Development for Theatre under
the Stars (TUTS) , and Senior Director of Development for
the YMCA focusing on arts projects. I am currently
pursuing a Master of Liberal Arts degree at St. Thomas
University."

Claire Rimlinger Mcdonald '77
Claire has been a professor of drama since 1984 and is
currently chair of the T heatre Department
at the University of St. Thomas.

Nancy Ellen Walker '79

were some scripts and songs to memorize, most of the
work was improv with the patrons-loads of fun!
"In 1989, I began performing with Bicycle Built for
Three, an acappella women's trio who dressed in Victorian
costumes and sang Christmas carols anywhere they would
pay us to sing: the mall, private parties, the Elissa during
Dickens on the Strand in Galveston. I remember singing
for the Bush family one year at someone's mansion in River
Oaks. We continued performing annually until 1997.
"In 1989 the Houston Bar Foundation brought in a
man from San Francisco to head up a production of his
original musical called Night Court. H e had this show with
some really terrible sketches that he was taking around the
country and letting bar associations use it as a fundraiser.
I auditioned as a singer. Although the
show was successful it was expensive and
the H ouston Bar Association asked Jeff
Galligan to produce an original music
revue the following year and that's how
I got roped into being Night Court's head
writer for the next eight years. We
parodied musicals ( The Wimrd ofLaws,

"I graduated from Rice in 1979 and was
cast as Mariah in Twelfth Night and as
Margaret in Much Ado about Nothing in
Vest Side Story, The Sound of Schmoosing)
the Houston Shakespeare Festival. I also
and wrote irreverent comedy about being
performed in the Outreach Company that
a lawyer in Houston We raised a
presented scenes from Shakespeare for
tremendous amount of money over the
schools, nursing homes, and residences for
years for pro bono programs.
at-risk youth.
"I began to do commercial voiceovers
''After a brief sojourn in Paris, I
in Houston around 1992 and continued
returned to Houston and took the tide
to freelance for radio and audio text
role in The Survival ofKitty MacDowell at
Main Street Theatre. In 1980, I joined
(programming accessed through your
phone)
the rest of the time I was in
Claire Rimlinger McDonald
fellow Rice Player alums Donna Yeager
Houston. I had a particularly long run
and Becky Bonar at the New York Cafe Bar
working for the Houston Chronicle, where I was already
where we performed cabaret and original sketch comedy
working as a copywriter and columnist.
with the Left of the Loop Group for about 18 months.
"I was widowed in December 1997. By 1999, I had
This was my first experience writing sketch comedy and I
moved to New York City and by 2001 I had started
discovered I had a knack for it. What a thrill to hear
audiences laugh at something I'd written, a punch line that
working in TV postproduction as a captioner, responsible
for making video accessible to the deaf and hard-ofI had suspected would be funny to more people than just
hearing. I later joined a larger company that also subtitled
me.
"I became a paralegal in 1981 and began working in
foreign films. In 2002 somebody at work brought out a
the law department of Gulf Oil. It was not very interesting
karaoke machine for the Christmas party and I stood up
and sang "I Call your Name" by the Beatles. I think
work and I wanted diversion. In late 1981, I was cast as
I shocked them and I enjoyed that. The next week, the
Mistress Overdone in Measure for Measure at Main Street
and that's where I met my future husband Jim Mozola. He
bosses asked me to work in the recording booth again, this
one in-house, doing voiceov_ers for their infomercials and
built the set and stage managed the performances.
radio spots.
"I started law school at the University of Houston in
the 1983 and took a brief hiatus from theater to deal with
"These last 14 years in New York I have been in the
the Fear Factor that is the first year of law school. But by
audience in the theater, rather than onstage and that has
1985 I was "freelancing" as a wench attached to the Robin
been just fine with me. But I know that I am finally getting
Hood Troupe at the Texas Renaissance Festival. I was back
to the age where I can be that great character actress that
in 1986, 1987, and 1988 as a member of the Royal Court,
I always knew I could be. So in this next chapter of my life,
playing Lady Mary Bolton, Henry VIII's sister. While there
I hope to perform again onstage."

The next two alumni pursued theatrical vocations and
eventually became church ministers.

The Reverend M. Christopher Boyer '83
Christopher served in many capacities at, among other
organizations, Main Street Theatre, Actors Theatre of
Louisville, Mt. Holyoke Summer Theatre, A. D. Players,
Taproot Theatre (Seattle), Washington State Arts Alliance,
the University of Southern Indiana, and Edmonds Center
for the Arts. From 1984 to 1986 he attended the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary and is currently the Rector of
Good Shepherd Church in Lynnwood, Washington, and a
member of the city council.

The Reverend Melinda V. Mclain '84
Melinda was an assistant stage manager for Houston Grand
Opera and stage manager for Texas Opera Theater, Theater
Under the Stars, and the San Antonio Festival Opera. She
originated supertitles for the Austin Lyric Opera, the
Virginia Opera, and the Los Angeles Opera. She was the
production coordinator and tour manager for the Virginia
Opera and the production coordinator for the inaugural
season of the Los Angeles Opera. She wrote, directed and
music directed an original show Cabaret USA for the Barn
Theater in Kentfield (while in seminary) and is currently
the music director for a new immersive theatrical
experience entitled Speakeasy, produced by Boxcar Theatre,
that will open in the fall of 2013. She is an ordained pastor
in the United Church of Christ currently freelancing as a
musician, preacher, non-profit consultant, retreat leader,
and specialist in cultural change. She holds a B.A. in music
from Rice with specialties in voice and conducting and has
served as a minister of music for over 35 years in many
different congregations and settings.

Angela Roberts '84 .
After graduating from Rice in 1984 with a BA in
Psychology and having served as a Rice Players'
Coordinator, Angela Roberts earned her Master of Fine
Arts in the Professional Acting Program at Southern
Methodist University. She received her first union contract
within three weeks of her arrival in New York, and toured
the parks in all five boroughs playing the Princess of France
in Love's Labor's Lost for the Riverside Shakespeare
Company. Angela has worked on the New York stage at
Mint Theatre Company, New York Theatre Workshop,
SoHo Playhouse, New Dramatists, Theatre 91, Lark Play
Development Center, and TheatreWorks USA.

Angela has spent a great deal of time on tours: both
national and international. Through her work with
TheatreWorks USA, she has performed in 24 states. Most
of her work overseas has been with American Drama
Group/Europe. Her three seasons with ADGE included
The Crucible, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, and Barefoot in the
Park. Regionally, she has worked at the Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts, Dallas Theater Center, and the
Paper Mill Playhouse. Angela's favorite acting credits
include Ilona Szabo in The Play's the Thing, the title role in
Hedda Gabler, and Beatrice in Much Ado about Nothing.
Angela was a company member for five seasons at
Penobscot Theatre Company in Maine working as an
actress as well as a director. Television credits include a
recurring role on the daytime drama Guiding Light and
Attorney Louise Watts on Law & Order.
Angela is now an acting coach in New York City and
enjoys working with young actors as well as seasoned
professionals. Angela's great-uncle, Ish Kabibble, who was
Kay's comic sidekick and cornet player in the Kay Kyser
Band, promised her an interesting life if she chose to tread
the boards. It has been interesting and so much more!
Angela remembers Sandy Haven's early and continued
support with immense gratitude. Her other mentors were
Jim Hancock, Stuart Vaughn, and Bobby Lewis. Angela
Roberts is a proud member of AEA and SAG-AFTRA.

Leslie Ben Hamilton '92
"I do TV, radio and interactive-mostly TV as a freelancer
for ad agencies and production companies. The
independence allows me to produce with Action Required
Now, a nonprofit band that composes, records, and
performs songs for good causes."

Melanie Schuessler '95
Melanie received an MFA in costume design from the
University of Wisconsin at Madison in 1998. She was the
cutter/draper at Skylight Opera Theatre 1998- 2002 and
was assistant professor of costume design at Coastal
Carolina: University (Myrtle Beach) 2002- 2005. She is
currently associate professor of Costume Design at Eastern
Michigan University.

Amy Leland Hemphill '96
"While living in Connecticut (1998- 2002) I was a
member of Hole in the Wall Theater, where I both directed
and acted in plays and served three terms on the board of
directors. I attended Actors Studio Drama School at New
School University and got an MFA in directing." Since

2005 she has, among other things, been a member of both
the Playwrights and Directors Workshop at The Actors
Studio and New York Women in Film and Television. She
continued to direct the workshop/development process of
new plays and, in December 2009, became an Apple
Certified Trainer, teaching courses in editing and post
production. In the summer of 2010 she was hired as the
assistant editor for Inside the Actors Studio on Bravo. She is
the director and editor for various web services and
independent film projects and is currently developing a
feature documentary and feature screenplay as well as being
in pre-production for a short film.

Rob Kimbro '95
He has been "directing and teaching and a bunch of other
random things for the last 17 years or so." Highlights
include working at McCarter, American Players, the Alley,
and Stages. He was Assistant Director for the original
production of Crowns, was the founder of the Madison
Young Playwrights Festival and director/adaptor of Neil
Gaiman's Odd and the Frost Giants.

Marc Stubblefield '95
Marc is Associate Production Manager at La Jolla
Playhouse.

Thomas C. Fowlkes '95
Thomas sent an extensive resume including stints at the
Atlanta Ballet, Charles Cosier Theatre Design, Barbizon
Electric Company, The Lighting Design Group, and the
Lookingglass Theatre Company. He lists his skills profile:
project management, contract negotiation and
administration, budgeting, and team building and
communication. He was a double major at Rice in
psychology and religious studies.

Michael Kass '98
''After graduating Rice, I went straight to graduate school
at Northwestern where I received an MA in Theater. I then
spent seven years in Chicago where I acted in over 30
productions. Since moving to Los Angeles in 2004, I've
continued to act and have gotten increasingly involved in
the storytelling community, participating in Moth
StorySlams and performing around Los Angeles. In June of
2013, I'll be premiering my first solo show Ceremony at the
Hollywood Fringe Festival. In addition to my work onstage,
I've also built a career as a consultant to theater companies,
arts organizations, and other nonprofits, helping them

achieve greater stability through strong strategic planning
and organizational development."

Amanda Leslie 'O I
"Despite my love of theatre and my time with the Rice
Players (which was deeply meaningful and fun for me),
when I graduated I had no intention of starting a career in
theatre. I really lucked out, being in the right place at the
right time, and having connections through Rice.
"I moved to Asheville, NC immediately postgraduation, and met Charlie and Angie Flynn-Mciver
through Rice professor Mark Ramont. He had worked
with Charlie some years before and they kept in touch.
Mark told me that Charlie
and his wife had moved to
Asheville from NYC to start
at professional theatre and
recommended that I get in
touch. I was new to town
and looking to meet people,
so I had coffee with Charlie,
and then quickly got
involved as a volunteer
dramaturg for their play
reading series.
"The theatre they
started in 2002 was North
Carolina Stage Company, or
NC Stage. My involvement
grew as the theatre did.
Amanda Leslie
I went from occasional
volunteer-to evening house manager to their first paid
employee as a part-time Event Coordinator in 2003. The
first year we worked out of Charlie and Angie's home office
while their infant daughter slept downstairs. I became fulltime in 2005 and Managing Director until December
2012, when I was hired as Director of Marketing at Barter
Theatre, a founding member of LO RT and the state
theater of Virginia.
"My time with the Rice Players taught me to be
flexible, and to think about a production (or an
organization) as a whole. We didn't have the luxury of
focusing purely on performance, or design, or
administration. We did it all, and we worked
collaboratively. That was certainly my operating principle
at NC Stage, which was an organization with a small staff
that had an outsized impact. And even at Barter, which is
many times larger, I try to keep the marketing department
continually engaged with the production team, so that we
don't become isolated. "

Amy Boratko '04
"After Rice, I went directly to Yale School of Drama and
got my MFA in Dramaturgy and D ramatic Criticism. (At
Rice, I had a bit of time thinking that I'd be an actress and
spent a summer at the Hangar Theatre's training program.
Luckily, I found my way to dramaturgy.) Yale's program
allows the dramaturgs to write a dissertation to get their
DFA. I started the program and wrote a prospectus, but I
spent more time doing freelance dramaturgy gigs, working
in Yale Rep's Artistic Office, and teaching at Yale College
and YSD. In January 2009, I joined Yale Rep's staff fulltime as Literary Manager.
"Here at Yale, I focus mainly on new play dramaturg.
We have a robust multi-million dollar new play programThe Binger Center for New Theatre. I've been lucky to
have been a part of the Binger Center from its inception in
2008. You can read more about it at yalerep.org/center. I've also
dramaturged nearly a dozen world premieres here.

Ian Garret '04
"I was originally an architecture major. But, because Rice
wanted to pre-sell tickets to the opening of the new
Humanities building and the performance that was going
to launch it, they had created a more regular box office
position in Hamman Hall, as the music school didn't want
to do it. I did that for work study (instead of cleaning labs)
and with the Players coming and going took to the design
opportunities while taking my next work study job as,
essentially, ATD for Hamman when Jason Foreman
was TD.
"I had decided in my junior year I really wanted to
pursue theatre, and left the architecture studio sequence to
add more theatre courses. There was an idea to create a
theatre major and I think I took all the classes which were
offered to earn it, but that didn't come together for a few
years. Then, that summer, I got a Chilton grant to go to
the Prague Quadrennial and it was settled.
"In my senior year, I also worked full-time at Stages,
first in the box office, then running group sales. But, upon
graduation, I wanted to get out there. Mark Ramone
helped me get two formative internships in the lighting
departments of the Williamstown Theatre Festival and the
Public Theatre in New York. I had also started to freelance
on small things in Houston, and back home in Los Angeles
between the internships.
"I was encouraged to apply to graduate school by
Mark, Trish and Kevin Rigdon, and, while at the Public,
started to build my portfolio. I thought it would take a
couple of years building professional experience to get in,
but I figured, if my portfolio is together, I should send it
somewhere. I applied to CalArts only that year, because of

Rebecca Greene
its experimental nature and because they'd let me study
design and management concurrently. I got in. So I moved
back to Los Angeles running customer service and serving
as the master electrician at Will Geer Theatricum
Botanicum, and started graduate school.
''I've always been good at doing too much (that's a
Rice trait, I think) and I continued to freelance in Los
Angeles while concurrently enrolled in two MFA programs
(Lighting Design and Producing). I did a LOT of 99 seat
work, and got my first LORT show, Permanent Collection
at the Kirk Douglas in 2006. I also continued to produce
and production manage work in LA as well.
"Because of CalArts I got to work with a lot of people
who really guided me. At the same time, my architectural
training crept into my work and I started to investigate
issues of sustainability in theater. Then I got the
opportunity to start teaching this topic and I've had a
chance to speak around the world on the issues of
sustainability in theater (most recently in Thessaloniki,
Greece).
"In 2011 I relocated to Houston to run the Fresh Arts
Coalition which then merged with Spacetaker to become
simply Fresh Arts. But it wasn't long though before my
latest evolution occurred. The most recent thing is that I'm
one year into a tenure stream appointment at York
University in Toronto. They started an MFA in Ecological
Design for Performance and I'm now assistant professor of
Ecological Design for Performance. "
POSTSCRIPT: Theater, Theatre? The Cornerstone has
attempted to follow the spelling found in the respondents'
replies to Sandy Havens.

Houstonians are particularly cognizant of the
contributions of two Rice Players to our city's theater
world: Jim Bernhard '5 9 and Rebecca Greene Udden
'73.A future Cornerstone will return to their
impressive careers.

A History of the "Shrews"
(Actually, it's a history of the Society ofRice University
Women-SRUWs, get it?)

by Karen Rogers
The purpose of the Society of Rice University Women,
according to the yearbook for 2012- 2013, is "to promote
interest in the University and understanding of its
resources and programs. " The organization was chartered
in 1968 and the first proposed name was the somewhat
redundant The Rice Alumnae Women's Association. It was
changed to The Society of Rice University Women in June
of that year; no one knows exactly when members started
referring to themselves as the "shrews."
When the group was started, their goals were to
sponsor activities of interest to Rice alumnae, to make
available to alumnae an organization with which to
identify after graduation, and to promote an effective and
continuing dialogue between Rice and its former women
students. The annual dues were $5. Tentative plans were
made to have campus tours, lectures by Rice faculty
members, and social gatherings on campus. A notice in
1968 to meet with the Athletic Department at Cohen
House advised "This party is obviously for husbands, too."
A 1969 invitation for a cocktail party in the R Room set
the cost at $1.50 per person. They promised that their
activities would not "in any way conflict with present
alumnae activities, but will be in addition to these
programs and will attempt to offer projects and activities
that have heretofore been unavailable." By November 19,
1968, the SRUWs had 90 members.
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Post card announcing organizational meeting, I 968. Two of the
original organizers, Joyce Nagle and Carolyn Dortch, are still
members.The post card was hand-addressed, and the postage was
$.06. Twenty-five women attended the first meeting.

Marilyn Symonds (on right)
There were two types of membership: active and
associate. The active members were women who had
attended Rice, and associate memberships were available to
wives of alumni and wives of faculty and staff members.
The active members elected the officers; associate members
were not eligible to vote. Members were identified by their
husbands' names, like Mrs. Sam Worden. Adelaide Lovett
Baker was an early member and served on the Advisory
Board. Telephone numbers still began with prefixes like
"Mohawk (MO)" and "Jackson QA)."
The first officers were Mrs. W. B. Symonds (Marilyn) ,
President; Mrs. Frank Zumwalt (Pat) , Vice-President;
Mrs. George Dortch (Carolyn), Secretary; and Mrs.
Dennis Sattler (Dorothy), Treasurer. An undated, but
probably later, document listed, besides the officers, other
duties: Membership, Yearbook (to produce the directory) ,
Historian (to keep scrapbooks) , Social (to coordinate with
Sammy's catering and get ladies to bring refreshmentscookies and sandwiches-and decorations) , Publicity,
Volunteer Services (to sell James Avery silver owls) , Special
Events (to plan trips, luncheons, concerts, plays- the
board had to vote on special events) , Advisors, General
Meeting Programs, Seminar Programs, Seminar Registrars,
and, later, Seminar Lunches.
By 1969, the society had 140 members. The seminar
series planned to begin in January, 1969, was entitled
"Contemporary American Culture" and was to include
talks on architecture, history, music, art, films , theater,
literature, and sociology. _Harold H yman spoke on
"Liberalism and Conservatism in America"; Allen Matusow
on "Civil Rights to Black Power in the 1960s"; Arthur Hall
on "Contemporary Music in the Last Two Decades"; Niels
Nielsen on "The Philosophy of Religion in Contemporary
American Ethos"; Bill Martin on "The New Breed of
Clergyman"; Sandy Havens on "British and American
Theater of the 60s"; Larry McMurtry on "Fiction of the

Floy Rogde and Allen Matusow

Carolyn Austin and Nan Dupont
50s and 60s"; Monroe Spears on "Poetry Since World War
II"; Bob Camblin on "Art in the 50s and 60s"; Peter
Papademetriou on "American Architecture in the
Automobile Age." Most of the speakers had a suggested
reading list. Harold Hyman suggested The Liberal Tradition

in America, The Paradoxes ofFreedom, and Majority Rule
and Minority Rights; Allen Matusow The Autobiography of
Malcolm X and Rivers ofDarkness, Years ofBlood. Arthur
Hall The Four Ages ofMusic and History ofMusic and
Musical Style; Niels Nielson Secular City, The Religious
Situation 1968, Catholic, Prot;stant, few, A Short History of
Christianity, Religion in America, and What Americans
Believe and How They Work. If they read all of Dr. Nielson's
suggestions, they had already consumed Bill Martin's first
two, Secular City and The Religious Situation 1968. He also
listed The Sacred Canopy (chapters 5, 6, and 7, especially
chapter 6) and Religion in Secular Society. Monroe Spears
suggested James Dickey's Selected Poems, Robert Lowell's
Near the Ocean and M. L. Rosenthal's The New Poets.
A ballot in 1969 contained a special notice that read,
"Due to the success of our seminar program, we have a
surplus in our treasury. It is the recommendation of your
Board that we give $500 to the Library, the income from
which would be used for the purchase of books in the field

of Humanities." This required a vote; the recommendation
was approved.
In 1970, the board recommended giving a $400
scholarship to a woman student at Rice. The schedule of
lectures that year listed ten weekly talks in the spring. One
of the speakers was Italian film director Roberto Rossellini.
By 1971, the organization boasted a membership of
250 ladies and an invitation to join was extended to
"friends of Rice."
Some of the speakers in the seventies were Stephen
Klineberg ("Perspectives and Where We Are Heading"),
King Walters ("What's All This about Lasers?"), Nina
Vance ("Women's Place in the Changing World"), Sidney
Burrus ("The Future as Predicted by Modern Methods"),
and Alexander Dessler ("The Power of Technology in Our
Future").
In 1973, ''.All Day at Rice" was first inaugurated with a
general meeting in the morning followed by a "light lunch"
and a seminar in the afternoon. Child care was offered in
the mid-seventies: one dollar per session or five dollars for
the series. The regular seminars met at 1 p.m. with light
refreshments served before. By 1978, the organization had
decade representatives, possibly in an attempt to encourage
different age groups to join. As late as 1980, all of the
decades were represented with Hattie Lel Red '16 for the
teens and Gertrude Bray '21 for the twenties.
During the seventies, the SRUWs received some
negative comments regarding their organization. One
young woman from Austin wrote "Judging from the
SRUW calendar of events, your organization seems to
assume that Rice women are not employed in 8 to 5,
Monday thru Friday, jobs and that they all live in the
immediate Houston area. The group sounds interesting,
but I find nothing in the way of events that I can possibly
take advantage of. "
Another missive from a professor at the University of
Houston, Downtown wrote, "It seems to be designed for

Society of Rice University Women Membership
Class
Year
1972-73

1910-19 1920-29 1930-39 1940-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 Associates Total
7

34

68

63

38

10

2

42

264

1973- 74

*

1974--75

5

41

84

46

40

11

0

90

317

1975- 76

5

34

73

48

31

11

6

79

287

1976-77

5

36

69

42

31

19

2

111

315

1977-78

5

43

83

47

38

17

11

80

324

1978-79

3

41

89

55

31

15

8

83

325

* Not available. Figures compiled form yearbooks.
only those Rice women who are housewives, not for those
who have made professional or other practical use of a Rice
education." In the mid-eighties, The Rice University
Business and Professional Women, which met at night, was
formed to accommodate professional women in the
Houston area. A blurb in the 1992 SRUW membership
letter suggested "If you can't attend our daytime meetings,
you may want to join the Rice University Business and
Professional Women."
In 1979, Dennis Huston spoke to the group and had a
suggested reading list containing the more popular books,
The Big Sleep by Raymond Chandler and The Murder of
Roger Ackroyd by Agatha Christie.
The 1994 membership solicitation began with the
popular Rice cheer:

Even though only two of the original organizers are
currently members of the SRUW, many of the early
members are still on the role: Ginny Hill, Demeris
Hudspeth, Mary Kay Jax, Bridget Jensen, Claire Kotch,
Joyce Nagle, Carolyn Dortch, and Pam Smith Devine.
The society no longer makes a distinction between
regular and associate members and some men attend
meetings and seminars.

e to the x, dydx, e to the x, dx
secant, tangent, cosine, sine, 3.14159
cube root, square toot, BTU
compass, slide rule, go Rice U!!
In 1997, a field trip to Beaumont began the tradition
of chartering a precinct bus (free to senior citizens) and
taking a spring trip.
For many years, the SRUWs met on campus, mainly
in the Grand Hall in the Rice Memorial Center but
sometimes in Hamman Hall, Sewall Hall, the Farnsworth
Pavilion, and the R Room. When campus construction
made on-campus venues difficult, they switched to area
churches: Palmer Memorial Episcopal Church, St. Paul's
Methodist Church, and, most recently, Christ the King
Lutheran Church.
In the early 2000s, the seminar series was split between
the fall and the spring with five seminars each semester.

McFoddin Word House ( I 906)
Trip to Beaumont, Morch 20, 1997

SRUW PHOTO GALLERY

SRUW visit the Jane Studdert Rushing house, Galveston, I 995
Beverly Camden with Robert Curl and Nobel
Medal, 1995

Visit to Moody Gardens, I 995

Planning meeting at One's a Meal, 1996

Richard E. Smalley and Pat Zumwalt

Arecibo, a Look Beyond the Edge
A talk to the Socie-iy ofRice Universi-iy \Vomen, May 8, 1969, by Dean William Gordon
Arecibo has played an important role in my professional
career, and I shall be telling you a few of the successes it has
achieved. But I wish to emphasize today not what it has
added to the store of knowledge, but rather the spirit in
which it operates. For it is, in addition to being a major
observatory, a fine example of a university at work and of a
professor and his students working together in their proper
relationship.
In a way, what I want to say can be compared to
spending your life in a valley where your world is enclosed
by a nearby mountain; one day-for the first time-you
climb the familiar mountain and, looking beyond, you
discover that there is another valley that is similar to your
world but with some differences. Your exploration of the
neighboring valley becomes a fascinating, exciting, and
perhaps exhausting experience.
In a way, it's like Galileo, some 300 years ago, building
the first telescope and looking through it at the beautifully
majestic sky and discovering:
That the moon reflects light-it is not a shining surface
That Venus has phases like the moon and is seen by
reflected light, too
That Jupiter has moons
That Saturn has rings
That the Milky Way has stars "so numerous and beyond
belief."
In a way, Galileo looked beyond the edge, observing some
of the wonders of nature not formerly revealed-and
giving some real satisfaction to a man and his curiosity.
Imagine yourself in Galileo's position, 300 years ago, with a
new telescope ...
Or better still, imagine yourself with a more powerful
telescope at a lonely observatory on a beautiful night, the
stars crisp and shining clearly. Look into the vast reaches of
space at stars shining steadily, some bright and some
perhaps relatively nearby, and some barely visible, probably
because they are so distant. And on this quiet night, while
you ponder the immensity of the universe, the smallness of
your world, and your own insignificant size on this grand
scale, you look in wonder at the beauty around you and
contemplate by what good fortune you find yourself in this
place at this time. And while you look in an area of space
that is familiar to you from many previous looks, a star is
born. Where no star was previously, a new star appears.
You discover a new star. An exciting event. A very
rare occurrence.

William E. Gordon, Deon of Engineering and Science, / 967
Can you recall your discovery of the softness of a rose
petal, or the pleasing tone of a musical instrument, or the
brilliance of a sparkling gem? Or, imagine yourself as a
graduate student at Cambridge University pointing a large
telescope-this time a radio telescope, one that sees radio
waves (rather than light waves) that originate in stars, in
galaxies and even in the gases and dust in an otherwise
empty space. Your radio telescope sees signals that, when
put through an ordinary receiver, sound like regular radio
static-the noise you hear between stations when you tune
your FM radio. The noise from any given source is quite
steady in volume. Now, as this graduate student at
Cambridge, you point your radio telescope about in the
sky night after night and hear the steady signals from the
different radio sources. But, on a lonely vigil one night,
you hear not a steady signal but a weak signal that comes
in short, very regular bursts or pulses. But it can't be; your
ears are deceiving you; radio sources are always steady. And
the pulses are gone now. It must have been a dream or are
those pulses coming back? Yes! This time more clearly and
again very regularly spaced. If your senses aren't playing

tricks on you, you are looking beyond the edge-beyond
the frontiers of knowledge. Amid the sputtering of the
pulses coming from our receiver, you're playing a role in
the act of creation-the creation of knowledge. You are
experiencing this alone, questioning its reality, wanting it
to be true, but yet uncertain; the painful, passionate act of
creation. To be described to colleagues, to be shared with
them, to be questioned, to be re-experienced, to be
interpreted, and perhaps to be understood.
You recall Marconi's reports, 50 years earlier, of regular
signals supposedly from another planet-and the disbelief,
the ridicule, the withdrawal. Dare you suggest that our
observations are from a planet, from a civilization capable
of producing the signals, from an intelligent being? There
are no known mechanisms in nature that will produce
pulses at the rate you observe-or at least none known
presently. The pulses come with a precise rhythm, but they
vary in strength, they vary in structure. Is there a message?
Back to the telescope for more observations. The chain of
pulses is still coming from the same place in the sky,
although they sometimes become so weak that you cannot
detect them. Observe, study, wonder, think, observe.
Excitement runs high! Your professor and a few other
students observe with you. They study, they analyze the
pulse train, searching for a message. Days go by, weeks go
by, and you are obsessed by your puzzle. Then you
suddenly find another source in the sky, and two more. All
sending regular pulses. Are there four civilizations
transmitting? Tell the world of your observations. As others
observe, evidence piles up, not just four sources, but ten
and probably many more; the transmitters needed are
unbelievably powerful, too powerful for a man-made
device as we know them. Probably not man-made.
An exciting look beyond the edge, and illustrating
clearly the essence of education, the fascination of
discovery, the joy of learning. Be it a child seeing a rainbow
for the first time, a student in his college or library
discovering the proof of a mathematical theorem, a law of
physics or a lesson from history, or a graduate student
working near the edge of his field getting a fragmentary
glimpse of the secrets beyond.
My title is "Arecibo, a Look Beyond the Edge. " Let me
speak for a few minutes about Arecibo. We've been
concentrating on education and the look beyond the edge
and to have that look the student needs some aid: perhaps
scholarly guidance through a series of ideas or a search in a
major library, or the use of a powerful instrument-a
microscope, an accelerator, a telescope.
Arecibo is a telescope. Instead of an eyepiece, it has an
earpiece; instead of a highly polished quartz mirror, it has a
wire mesh dish. It is a radio telescope. Eight years of my
life at Cornell and two years here at Rice were spent in
designing, building, and directing the use of the Arecibo

Ionospheric Observatory using the instrument to study
atmosphere mainly, to study planets nearby and to receive
from the far reaches of the universe, the radio signals that
are produced.
Arecibo was built to take advantage of a new way of
studying the atmosphere of the earth, particularly the
upper atmosphere. It has the capability of measuring from
the ground many properties of the atmosphere that can be
conveniently thought of as the "weather," for the properties
are pressure, temperature, winds, composition at various
heights between about 50 miles and 1,000 miles high,
including the interval in which satellites and men fly. The
idea used in making the measurements required an
enormously powerful instrument, and it became apparent
that the same instrument could measure from the ground
certain properties of the moon and nearby planets. You
may have read of the observed rotation of Venus in the
wrong direction, and of Mercury at a slow rate that is not
synchronous with its rate of revolution about the sun as
previously thought. The Arecibo telescope has turned its
powerful capability on the pulsars we have mentioned, and
is contributing new knowledge almost daily. Although no
time has been scheduled at Arecibo yet, for the primary
purpose of searching for other intelligent life in the
universe, the success with the pulsars brings the problem to
mind. In the spirit of our discussion today, let me give you
this difficult question.
Suppose you lived on the planet Mars and had all of
the technology now available to us on earth and were
asked, "Is there intelligent life on Earth?" To the unaided
eye, Earth looks like a bright star (like Venus does from
Earth) with its phases visible. With the best telescope,
could any of the major engineering works of man be seen?
Say, resolution is 300 kilometers or better. The changes in
markings on Earth produced by large dams are just barely
detectable. The evidence is weak and accumulates slowly.
Suppose we send a satellite from Mars to orbit the
Earth and send back pictures; suppose the satellite was the
equivalent of Nimbus and Tiros, our weather satellites. Of
several thousand photos taken and examined, only one has
a clear sign of life. Near a logging town in Canada there is
a one-mile swath through the forest cut by loggers. Other
swaths are separated by two miles. Snow fell shortly before
the photo was taken, enhancing contrast. But you Martians
with a single sign in one photo of nearly a million would
surely doubt.
Better photos of Earth have been examined but none is
good enough to be unambiguous.
The bright lights of the big cities should be observed
in the telescope! New York, Tokyo, Paris, London. If the
atmosphere is clear, there is marginal detection but no
detection if there is smog. And large cities and smog are
presently related. Scott Carpenter could see mountain trails

and chimney smoke while flying over Tibet, but over
southern California he could see no signs of the city of
Los Angeles.
Nuclear explosions in the atmosphere would be seen as
short-lived bright flashes. It is improbable that they would
be observed. If observed, the civilized Martian astronomer
would not likely associate them with intelligent life.
The telescope would see seasonal changes in coloring
on Earth, especially in temperate latitudes-but the
evidence would not be irrefutable.
If there were radio telescopes on Mars, you could look
at Venus and see a hot planet-probably due to a warm
surface. Looking at Jupiter, you would see a hot, stormy
planet-due to the atmosphere. Now, look at Earth. At
meter waves, the otherwise unassuming planet emits
almost the same power as the quiet sun. A planet as bright
as a star! Earth is a million times brighter than Venus or
Mercury in meter band. Modest radio telescope only.
Careful observations reveal radiation is periodic-it is
intense when Europe and North America face Mars. You
try to find a natural cause and fail. It might be concluded
that intelligent life exists and a modest radio telescope
could detect signals that contain information. Suppose you
were the observer.
This fantasy of Martian observatory illustrates the
difficulties, the possible triumphs of remote investigation.

If you Martians can't find signs for life on Earth, then it is
no surprise that rigorous evidence for life on Mars is not
yet forthcoming. Radio emission from Mars is not unusual
in any way-the planet is relatively quiet-signals are noise
(natural).
Note that if Mars were 50 years behind us-roughly,
equivalent of the Marconi era to us-no signals would be
observed on Earth. And perhaps 50 years from now, we
shall be more efficient and confine the energy to regions
where the communications are useful. Technology must be
advanced so that signs are observable at a distanceperhaps not so advanced that the signs are no longer
present.
In the language of some students on some campuses
today, we have been taking trips during this past hour. I
hope you found them to be scholarly trips for I meant to
illustrate to you the essence of education, the fascination of
discovery, the joy of learning, the very personal experience
of creation, the excitement of a look beyond the edge.

William E. (Bill) Gordon joined the Rice faculty at the height
ofthe space race in 1965. He served as Dean ofScience and
Engineering and Provost during his 20 year career at Rice. He
conceived, built, and ran the famed Arecibo Observatory in
Puerto Rico. He died on February 16, 2010 at the age of92.

Cemetery Tour with Russ Pittman

O

n a beautiful spring day in April, Russ Pitman led
members of the Rice Historical Society on a tour of
Glenwood Cemetery. Established in 1871, the cemetery
comprises approximately 84 acres including the adjacent
Washington Cemetery (1887) which is now under the
permanent stewardship of Glenwood.
Russ concentrated his tour on sites connected to people
who had connections with Rice. Among Houstonians
buried there are Captain James A. Baker, William Ward
Watkin, John Staub, Edgar Odell Lovett, Rev'd. Peter Gray
Sears, Roy Hofheinz, Howard Hughes, George R. Brown,
and Herman Brown.
Following the tour, guests enjoyed a picnic lunch of
chicken salad, corn relish, fruit, potato chips, and cookies
along with sodas and wine.

